
Thank you for your purchase of the               - we know you'll find hundreds of 
uses we couldn't even dream up….

Automotive - clamp to your hood and illuminate the engine.
Outdoors - clamp to your bass boat or tackle box when you're baiting hooks in low light.
DIY- clamp it to the door of the electrical box when changing a fuse.
Automotive - stand it up and illuminate your tire change.
Outdoor - clamp it to the ceiling of your tent so it doesn't take up valuable floor space.
Patio - clip it to the non- heated parts of your barbecue for cooking at night.
DIY - clamp it to a pipe, the door or the jamb when doing under the sink plumbing.
Home - clamp in the inside door of the attic or basement so its convenient when you go in.
Outdoor - clamp it to a branch in your tree stand.
Hobby - clamp it to your hobby box when model making, beading or doing archiving.
Emergency - use its' versatility in any emergency situation such as a blackout.
Outdoor - stand it on a picnic table to read a map, or have a meal at the end of the day.
Automotive - put it in the glove compartment.
RV - clamp it anywhere and be assured it won't fall over when you are on the go.
Outdoor - clip it to the front of your canoe when you need to see your way home.
Recreation - attach it to your bicycle in a pinch when you need light.
Baby - attach it to your stroller.
DIY - bring light where no cord reaches.
Recreation - add light to your tailgating by clamping to your rear door or trunk lid. 
Recreation - clamp to your chair for reading in the evening at the beach or on the patio. 
Work - clamp to a shelf or computer for additional light.
DIY - fix things in your closet by clamping to a shelf.
Home - clamp it to your headboard for reading in bed.
Work - carry in a tool belt like any other light but with added functionality.
Automotive - direct its light to hard to reach places where large work lights cannot get to.
DIY - before lights are installed do carpentry and construction work with ample light.
Home - clamp it to a convenient spot so it is ready in an emergency.

or JUST USE IT LIKE A GREAT FLASHLIGHT!!!!

Cooler + Brighter 
BLACKFIRE TM

www.blackfire-usa.com

BLACKFIRE

BLACKFIRE CLAMPLIGHT

2 Year Warranty: Blackbeam guarantees this 
flashlight will be free of defects in workmanship 
and materials for 2 years from the date of 
purchase. This guarantee does not cover 
damage caused by accidents, abuse or 
modification of the product. We will repair or 
replace at our option without charge if the 
flashlight proves to be defective and is sent 
postage paid with a copy of the receipt to : 
Blackbeam, 22 West 19th Street, NY, NY 
10011, Attn Consumer Services. This 
guarantee gives you specific legal rights, and 
you may also have other rights which may vary 
from state to state.

Please make sure to save a copy of your receipt 
in order to validate your warranty.

US and Foreign Patents Pending
@2009 Blackbeam LLC
New York, NY 10011

Be sure to look for more innovation from                            in the future.

To replace batteries: press
tab on inside of stationary clamp 
arm & push cover out. Uses
3AAA batteries.


